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Welcome
How is it that time moves so slowly when we are children, yet seems to fly by
at warp speed when we get older? Only as adults do most of us realize just how
fleeting and precious time is. In the instant it takes to make a fist, light years have
passed through our fingers.
Movies not only preserve time, they provide access to people, places and
events beyond our normal realm of experience. They help us better understand the
world – and ourselves – by showing that a common humanity unites us all. Only
through that recognition is there any long-term hope for mankind.
Two-thousand-and-three was a great year for movies. There was something
for every taste and ‘Ten Best’lists reflected this in their unusual mix of studio films,
independents, documentaries, foreign-language entries and animation. Peter Weir
brought us both rousing adventure and touching friendship in his magnificently
entertaining Master and Commander, while Disney’s Finding Nemo dove under
the waves to offer a very different view of life in the open seas. Veterans like Bill
Murray proved that wine isn’t the only thing that improves with age, while
newcomers Keisha Castle-Hughes (Whale Rider) and sisters Emma and Sarah
Bolger (In America) demonstrated that good things often come in the smallest of
packages. A cast of unknowns wowed us in director Peter Sollett’s debut feature,
Raising Victor Vargis, while Sean Penn delivered not one but two of the year's most
memorable performances.
Some films made us laugh, others made us cry; either way, the best ones
always make us feel. Not surprisingly, the struggle between good and evil
continued to rage. The conflict was resolved on Middle Earth but not, alas, in the
real world. Past wars were re-staged, brilliantly, on movie sets, while current
hostilities, their outcomes still very much in doubt, play out nightly on our living
room TV sets. City of God, Marooned in Iraq and In This World reminded us that
terrible things happen to good people everywhere and that this country does not
have a monopoly on pain.
Not all the conflicts were external. Grief, guilt, loss and the desire for revenge
consumed characters and only after some of the darkest nights was forgiveness,
acceptance, love or redemption possible. Vincent Van Gogh observed: “One of the
most difficult things is to paint darkness which nonetheless has light in it.” He was
speaking about applying paint to canvas, of course, but he could just as easily have
been referring to the swirling blacks that eat away at the human soul. Many of this
year’s finest films – 21 Grams, Mystic River, In America – deal with unimaginable
pain and sorrow and, for a lucky few, the dim light of hope and inner peace which
somehow manages to find a way in and grow bright enough to make life worth
living again.
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Best Music/Score
Benoît Charest
The Triplets of Belleville
As important as music always is in films, it becomes doubly important when
the film in question has no dialogue. (Even the best silent films can be a trial to sit
through without some sort of accompaniment.) Sylvain Chomet’s delirious The
Triplets of Belleville has no unsung words beyond the occasional background
newscast and a few indiscernable mutters that might be words. It is a triumph of
what is often called “visual storytelling” – which here, as in most cases, is a
misnomer. Like the handful of other post-silent-era films without dialogue, it is
most definitely “visual and aural storytelling” – with Benoît Charest’s score a
crucial element. As wonderfully inventive as the design and animation are, they tell
a story that wouldn’t work without the music and sound effects (which at times are
as one with the music). Charest’s song, “Belleville Rendezvous” – combining '30s
swing and a Bo Diddley beat – is almost impossibly catchy and memorable. But no
less evocative are the sinister gangster themes and the moody accompaniment to
Bruno’s canine dreams. As in Krzysztof Kieslowski’s Blue, the musical elements
are actually part of the story, and one has to count Charest as a full partner in the
creation of an animation landmark.
– Andy Klein

Best Production Design
Grant Major
The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King
Working creatively at the critical interface between a visionary director with a
monumentally complex story to tell and a team of talented art directors, illustrators,
set decorators, and digital artists, Grant Major’s pivotal role as production designer
of The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King is that of an architect of illusions. A
world is created that satisfies the hunger of audiences for a reality unlike any they
have ever seen before, yet which is so persuasive that we are willing, indeed eager,
to suspend disbelief.
The film’s extraordinary visuals attain the artistic grail of perfectly integrating
imaginative design with effective storytelling. Spectacular, eye-popping, and
emotionally evocative images uniformly serve the purposes of defining and
making credible the psychology of the core characters, the social settings in which
they live, and the mythic nature of their quest. A fully coherent vision is realized
through the seamless interlacing of countless locations, studio sets, miniatures,
matte paintings and digital artistry.
For its stunning visual imagery, inseparable from the narrative impact of one of
film history’s most memorable achievements, LAFCA is proud to present its 2003
award for production design to Grant Major for his work on The Lord of the Rings:
The Return of the King.
– Robert Rosen

Best Cinematography
Eduardo Serra
Girl with a Pearl Earring
What Shakespeare is to language, Vermeer is to light. In Girl with a Pearl
Earring, cinematographer Eduardo Serra manages the astonishing feat of making
Vermeer’s world come to life purely in terms of that light. Yet he is never simply
imitative. The Dutch Master’s habitual use of natural illumination, forever slanting
in from a window to the left, is an easy enough vocabulary to mimic – but Serra
works, as Vermeer did, at a soul level. The maiden played so glowingly by Scarlett
Johansson says it best when she sees herself painted for the first time and gasps:
“You looked inside me!” That would never be a convincing line had Serra’s
craftsmanship not already served our own looking and taken us so deeply inside the
characters, on behalf of writer Olivia Hetreed (who adapted Tracy Chevalier's
novel) and director Peter Webber. Even more often, Serra’s rich interplay of lights
and darks invites us to consider the mysteries in a face, obscuring as well as
revealing, to make us see with our imaginations as well as our eyes. Serra’s
achievement is akin to witnessing a great actor perform Shakespeare. His gaze is as
steady and sweet as a singing voice.
– F.X. Feeney

Best Supporting Actress
Shohreh Aghdashloo
House of Sand and Fog
It’s not easy being cast opposite two Oscar-winning actors with showy roles.
But Shohreh Aghdashloo does more than hold her own in House of Sand and Fog.
Aghdashloo’s poignant portrayal of a sad and dignified Iranian émigré is so moving
that it emerges as the emotional heart of a film blessed with powerhouse
performances. A depressed housewife mistreated by her militaristic husband, Nadi
Behrani is awash in homesickness, nearly drowning with suppressed fury. When
she utters the simple line, “I will do as you wish, Behrani,” the notes of resignation
and despair in Aghdashloo’s evocative reading are palpable and heartbreaking.
When she rages against a country whose laws she does not understand and against a
husband who keeps her in the dark, we feel her righteous anger. When she extends a
kindness to an injured stranger, our hearts are warmed. Aghdashloo takes a
character from the page to the screen and convinces us that we know her. Much of
her dialogue is in her native Persian, but even without subtitles we would
understand her pain. Her expressive eyes speak volumes. The finest acting gives us
a glimpse into the soul of another human being. Those rare performances do more
than entertain, they remind us of our shared humanity.
– Claudia Puig

Best Supporting Actor
Bill Nighy
AKA, I Capture the Castle, Lawless Heart, and Love Actually
In addition to love being all around in 2003, so was Bill Nighy. It was just one
of those happy accidents (and the vicissitudes of film releasing) that this stalwart of
British stage and television arrived on American screens over the past 12 months as
a despondent farmer (Lawless Heart), an addled aristocrat (AKA), and a writer and
father with a ferocious case of writer’s block (I Capture the Castle). However, it
didn’t stop there. He was also a slightly desiccated, aging rock star with a politically
incorrect penchant for the truth (Love Actually) and a vampire awakening from
centuries in hibernation (Underworld). Nighy was variously intense, wry, wicked,
poignant, frightening, and hilarious – often all those things in a single scene.
Though he’s been honored for stage and screen work in his native England and is an
inveterate, though uncalculating, scene stealer in countless films, it tookAmericans
two decades to ask: “Who’s That Actor?” The memory jogger might be Still Crazy,
in which he played the lead singer of a 1960s rock band on a revival tour, or his turn
as Tiger Brown in the 1990 film version of The Threepenny Opera. But the
response is always the same: “Oh him, he’s good.” Well, actually, no, he’s great!
– Leonard Klady

Best Foreign-Language Film
Man on the Train
Directed by Patrice Leconte
Produced by Philippe Carcassonne
As much as writers fear the blank page, film directors cringe at the thought of
on-screen silence. The mere possibility that a single moment of sensory emptiness
could send an audience running for the exits is enough to make most of them quake
in their tennis shoes.
The cinema of Patrice Leconte, contrarily, revels in the poetry of silence –
unspoken words, missed opportunities, buried emotions, and forgotten dreams. It's
a vocabulary at which the renowned French filmmaker has become extraordinarily
practiced. His most noted masterpieces – Monsieur Hire, The Hairdresser’s
Husband, Ridicule, The Girl on the Bridge and The Widow of St. Pierre – all speak
most forcefully when no one is speaking at all.
Rarely, however, has Leconte so magnificently filled the void as in Man on the
Train, a penetrating study of fate and regret as told through an unlikely friendship
between Johnny Hallyday’s aging thief and Jean Rochefort’s retired teacher. It is a
tale that unfolds not so much through recited dialogue as in the world-weary lines
and angles of Hallyday’s face and the magnanimous sadness in Rochefort’s eyes:
two lives, each exhausted in pursuit of what seemed so readily available to the
other.
– Wade Major

Best Documentary/
Nonfiction Film
The Fog of War
Directed by Errol Morris
The Spanish-born philosopher George Santayana famously declared, “Those
who do not remember the past are condemned to repeat it.” With his latest film, The
Fog of War, filmmaker and provocateur Errol Morris tries to make damn sure that
we do not forget - lest we repeat history’s same terrible mistakes. If only more
people in Washington were listening. Shot well before the events of September 11,
2001, this sobering documentary is even more distressingly relevant today than
when it was conceived. With its anxious, insistent Philip Glass score, the film
offers an intimate portrait of a man long vilified as one of the chief architects of the
Vietnam War, former Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara. Reflective,
articulate, unexpectedly insightful, McNamara seems to be genuinely wrestling
with his past, parrying and deflecting even as he acknowledges and accepts his
place in history. From a purely artistic point of view, filmmaker Morris has
accomplished what most people would consider impossible: he has made a talking
head interesting – no, riveting – for nearly two hours. In so doing, he has made not
only an extraordinarily good film but, perhaps more significantly, a profoundly
important one.
– Jean Oppenheimer

The Douglas Edwards
Independent Experimental
Film/Video Award
Thom Andersen
Los Angeles Plays Itself

Pat O’Neill
The Decay of Fiction

As long as there has been a Hollywood there has been an off-Hollywood, as
well – an alternative cinema practice in which art triumphs over industry and
individual reveries count more than factory-produced dreams. Thom Andersen,
CalArts professor and longtime participant in the Los Angeles experimental film
scene, has directed critically acclaimed films, co-authored a book on the
Hollywood blacklist, and for many years helped run the invaluable Filmforum. In
Los Angeles Plays Itself, Andersen uses a dizzying array of movie clips both
familiar and obscure, and narration so hardboiled it would make Raymond
Chandler wince, to examine how the movies have invented a "Los Angeles" that is
often dramatically at odds with the city in which we live.
Much like Andersen, Los Angeles native and highly regarded avant-garde
filmmaker Pat O'Neill functions as a kind of cine-and-city archivist in his second
feature, The Decay of Fiction. With the glorious, history-haunted Ambassador
Hotel as his launch point, O’Neill uses scenes from classical studio movies in
combination with new material to create a visually sumptuous remembrance of
moments and movies past. One of the glories of both Los Angeles Plays Itself and
The Decay of Fiction is that they are proof positive that the art of cinema remains
vigorous, vital, and necessary – even here, in the shadow of the Hollywood sign.

Best Animation
The Triplets of Belleville
Directed by Sylvain Chomet
In recent years, artists and critics have complained that two-dimensional
animated features from the U.S. have been filled with long speeches explaining
story points and have tried too hard to emulate the three-dimensional look of
computer graphics. Sylvain Chomet’s The Triplets of Belleville offers a welcome
reminder of the fun that only hand-drawn animation can provide. From the opening
jazz number that evokes the Betty Boop cartoons of the '30s to the final gag of the
puzzled boat-stand owner, the film shimmers with a contagious delight in drawn
animation.
The cast includes some of the most improbable characters assembled since the
Fleischer studio closed – a trio of frog-eating beldams, a club-footed grandmother
and a pudgy wonder dog, who can take the place of a tire on a panel truck –
characters that could exist only in animation. Similarly, their improbable
adventures, executed in pantomime, could never be filmed in live action. Instead of
imitating reality, Chomet uses it as a jumping off point, taking the audience to an
odd yet enchanting Wonderland.
The imaginative use of mime and drawing makes The Triplets of Belleville the
true heir to the great Disney, Fleischers’, and Warner Bros. cartoons of the '30s,
'40s, and '50s.
– Charles Solomon

Special Citation
Destino
Roy Disney and his crew for the reconstruction of Destino
The history of film is filled with “what-ifs.” What if Orson Welles and Duke
Ellington had struck the right chord when they attempted to collaborate in the
1940s? How different would Sunset Blvd. have been if Mae West had said yes when
Billy Wilder asked her to star?
Walt Disney had many unrealized ideas, none more tantalizing than Destino, a
short film that occupied Salvador Dali in 1945 and 1946. Disney was intrigued by
the prospect of the great surrealist expressing his ideas through animation, even
though it has been reported that he didn't care for the results.
Dali’s paintings and drawings sat dormant in the Disney archives for more
than half a century, until Roy E. Disney decided to revive the unfinished project. At
Disney's Paris studio, Destino took on new life under the direction of Dominique
Monfery. The result is a modern interpretation of the piece originally conceived by
Dali and his Disney collaborator, John Hench. That Hench, still a Disney employee
at 95, was able to participate in the endeavor is icing on the cake.
The story behind Destino is one for the books; the film itself is a marvel. By
any standards, it is worthy of praise and celebration.
– Leonard Maltin

Career Achievement
Robert Altman
Why Robert Altman deserves the LAFCA Career Achievement Award, in 100
words or less: M*A*S*H; Brewster McCloud; McCabe and Mrs. Miller; Images;
The Long Goodbye; Thieves Like Us; California Split; Nashville; Buffalo Bill and
the Indians, or Sitting Bull's History Lesson; Three Women; A Wedding; Quintet; A
Perfect Couple; Popeye; Health; Come Back to the Five and Dime, Jimmy Dean,
Jimmy Dean; Streamers; Secret Honor; Fool for Love; Beyond Therapy; O.C. and
Stiggs; Tanner '88; Vincent & Theo; The Player; Short Cuts; Prêt-à-Porter;
Kansas City; The Gingerbread Man; Cookie's Fortune; Dr. T and the Women;
Gosford Park; The Company…
To put it another way: because most film lovers would agree he's made at least
six masterpieces, and because they would disagree about exactly which six of his
movies those masterpieces are.
He is nearly 80. He is already making another movie. And the only reason not
to give him the Career Achievement Award in 2003 is that in all likelihood he will
deserve it more next year, and more still the year after that.
So we settle for an ellipsis on our listing for a great career that is far from over,
and name Robert Altman the LAFCA Lifetime Achievement Award winner for
2003.
– Ray Greene

New Generation
Scarlett Johansson
Don’t ask her if her throat is sore. It’s not. Scarlett Johansson possesses the
low, sardonic, throaty tone borne of a thousand packs of Capris, a smoking habit
that sounds like it may well have started behind her kindergarten classroom. Fine.
We’re past that. Because, after nearly a decade in the business, Johansson has
moved beyond promising and established herself as the kind of singular talent that
could rule Hollywood if she’d like. There is ambition, but also choosiness, a quality
that proves endearing. Nearly done with her teen years, Johannson (thankfully) has
never made us suffer through one prom queen/cheerleader movie. In fact, she has a
habit of giving more by doing less. Her acting is cool and calm, subtle and never
less than superb. Theatrics are not needed, not when the camera can dive into those
blue, knowing eyes and find expressions that communicate the kind of wisdom
most of us dream to have. No other young actress could have pulled off the olderman/younger-woman twin bill of Lost in Translation and Girl with a Pearl Earring
and made it as palatable and believable. Maybe someday she’ll act her age. Or
maybe she’s waiting until she hits 40 to play a cutie-pie. Whatever the case, she's
here now, a vital leading lady.
– Glenn Whipp

Best Actress
Naomi Watts
21 Grams
In 21 Grams, a drama seemingly mapped from the landscape of the human
face, Naomi Watts makes the simple act of absorbing her emotions into one of
modern cinema’s most rewarding experiences. The story concerns itself with the
sometimes maddeningly blurry decisions that dictate life or death, and in Watts'
recovering addict – plunged into tragedy and disturbingly unsure about what her
own survival is supposed to mean – she makes connections that lay bare the human
condition without glamorizing sadness. Her powers of transformation first jolted us
in David Lynch’s dreamtime puzzle, Mulholland Drive, where she brilliantly
showed us both the fizzy optimism and the bitterness that fuel ingénues in
Hollywood. And since the UK-and-Australian-raised Watts’ own road to success
was long and fraught with doubt, the bounty she's been given in terms of roles and
accolades is especially heartening. It's her time. She’s no slumming beauty in 21
Grams, cavalierly showing off her chops, nor is she a wallower, unwilling to play
for the camera. Watts is that rarity in today’s star-driven world: a great actor and a
great presence, with instant access to her soul. She's the name above the title, but
she's someone you know.
– Robert Abele

Best Actor
Bill Murray
Lost in Translation
Bill Murray has the finest role of his movie career in Sofia Coppola’s Lost in
Translation. His Bob Harris, an over-the-hill movie star visiting Tokyo to pick up
some easy money filming whiskey commercials, has no use for the Tokyo hubbub
and ventures outside only at his peril. He looks like the undead.
Murray has become an actor of great range over the years. It would have been
easy for him to play Bob as a gaga jerk, but he never once succumbs to revue-sketch
antics – not even when he belts out an Elvis Costello song in a karaoke bar. Murray
conveys Bob’s tiredness at what he has become, which surely predates his arrival in
Tokyo. He takes no pleasure in being recognized by American tourists, or in seeing
himself in movies or commercials on Japanese TV. When, in a hilarious but also
unexpectedly touching scene, he poses for his Suntory spot and feigns Sinatra-like
insouciance, we can see how far from cool he has become. When he is with Scarlett
Johansson’s Charlotte, his soul-mate in jet lag, he doesn’t act younger than his
years. He is exactly who he is supposed to be: a jaded man brought momentarily out
of himself. Murray’s performance is an extraordinarily nuanced piece of work.
– Peter Rainer

Best Screenplay
Shari Springer Berman and Robert Pulcini
American Splendor
Movies about writers, it has been observed, often wind up being films about
people clacking at typewriters and running into cafés clutching manuscripts. Shari
Springer Berman and Robert Pulcini’s portrait of comic book memoirist Harvey
Pekar is not that kind of story. Even though the movie tracks Pekar’s cult celebrity
– complete with increasingly strained appearances on Late Night with David
Letterman – Berman and Pulcini zero in on the small instances that make up a life,
from awful first dates and health scares to building a family and finding an avenue
of artistic expression.
Berman and Pulcini use their background as documentarians to blend a
compelling narrative with footage of Pekar, Joyce Brabner, Toby Radloff, and the
other real-life players from this true story. (After all, would any of us believe that
super-nerd Radloff really existed if the movie didn’t show him to us firsthand?)
Ultimately, this screen biography is more than just the story of a Cleveland file
clerk discovering his powers as a storyteller; it finds the same magic, humor, and
complexities in everyday life that Pekar’s comics do. And given the cinema’s
mixed-at-best track record of treating comic books like the literature they often are,
Pulcini and Berman’s script feels like a feat more triumphant than anything a
superhero could accomplish.
– Alonso Duralde

Best Director
Peter Jackson
The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King
The easy way to write about Peter Jackson’s accomplishments in The Lord of
the Rings: The Return of the King would be to string together the usual band of
opposites: “Sweeping and intimate,” “universal and unique,” “sweet and sour,” etc.
But that would be a disservice to a filmmaker who scorns any road that betrays
signs of earlier passage. The Return of the King may seem familiar to Tolkien’s
many readers, but the artist Jackson didn’t just collect and adapt, he interpreted and
readjusted. Both within this latest film singularly and within the trilogy as a whole,
Jackson has orchestrated diminuendos and crescendos in narrative, action and
interaction that culminate at crucially correct moments – correct not just
technically, but emotionally.
Then too, Jackson has yet again embraced a protagonist in the throes of an idée
fixe, a burden that the director, like a lover, assumes for himself. The Return of the
King is less a combination of opposites than a duplication of a mysterious paradox:
When we squeeze a beloved in our arms, we feel every exact inch of flesh or bone
down to its precise instance, yet we gaze into eyes that open into a limitless,
mysterious universe.
– Henry Sheehan

Best Picture
American Splendor
Produced by Ted Hope
Shari Springer Berman and Robert Pulcini’s American Splendor falls into a
category that has produced an inordinate number of god-awful, squirm-inducing
movies: the biopic of the artist. People who make art don't make good movie
subjects, and more often than not their art gets trivialized in the process. American
Splendor is a glorious exception to all that. A wonderfully impure mongrel of a
movie, it crossbreeds fiction, documentary, and animation, promiscuously mixing
actors with the real people they're playing, careening from comedy to drama,
neurosis to uplift, with a disregard for cinematic propriety that perfectly suits its
cantankerous, soft-shell crab of a hero, Harvey Pekar. It’s hard to explain how a
movie about an anhedonic cartoonist from working class Cleveland, who works
full-time as a file clerk in a VA hospital, can be so exhilarating, but such is the
alchemy of Berman and Pulcini's art. Brilliantly acted by Paul Giamatti, Hope
Davis, Judah Friedlander, and Pekar himself, this painfully funny and
unexpectedly moving portrait of the artist is a true American original.
Writer/directors Berman and Pulcini have thrown out the playbook, reinventing the
genre from the ground up, without a lick of pretension. Like its hero, American
Splendor is a daring, dyspeptic, down to earth delight.
– David Ansen

LAFCA Best Picture Awards
2003 American Splendor
2002 About Schmidt
2001 In the Bedroom
2000 Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
1999 The Insider
1998 Saving Private Ryan
1997 L.A. Confidential
1996 Secrets & Lies
1995 Leaving Las Vegas
1994 Pulp Fiction
1993 Schindler's List
1992 Unforgiven
1991 Bugsy
1990 GoodFellas
1989 Do the Right Thing
1988 Little Dorrit
1987 Hope and Glory
1986 Hannah and Her Sisters
1985 Brazil
1984 Amadeus
1983 Terms of Endearment
1982 E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial
1981 Atlantic City
1980 Raging Bull
1979 Kramer vs. Kramer
1978 Coming Home
1977 Star Wars
1976 Network and Rocky (tie)
1975 Dog Day Afternoon and
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest (tie)
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